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Dear Helga 

 

Community Leasehold Land And Grant Considerations In Asset Valuation Reporting 
  
Further to our discussions and also my discussions with Paul, I understand that what is requested relates to 

how to treat the impact on the Valuation reporting of the annual Asset’s worth, given that the income is 

effectively cancelled out by the rent subsidies (grants) which are given each year to the four properties known 

as the “Community Land”.   

 

I have interpreted the question put to me to be that “if the ground lessee sporting club or ground lessee 

community entity has effectively paid no rent for the last 70 years.. or since the respective leases commenced, 

how can the properties have any value”?  And the question in my mind “is it correct that if these properties 

were sold, the grant or rent equivalent rebate would still need to continue”? 

 

The Greytown Trust Lands Trust (GTLT) pays grants to many entities, including libraries, schools, volunteer fire 

brigade, kindergarten, marae, Little theatre, cemetery, tennis club etc.  It does not own these and there is no 

relationship, presumably, between the occupancy cost of those assets, and the grant which is paid – which is 

understood to be fairly nominal in many cases.  In comparison with an asset rate of return or entire occupancy 

cost as it has largely been granted to the Lessees, in the case of the 4 Community Land properties. 

 

So is there a reason why these property have all rent occupancy costs paid and the others do not?  (presumably 

an affordability question, GTLT would not be expected to be able to cover the same for everyone, of course! 

 

I have read the history of the GTLT both parts one and two, to more deeply understand the structure, purpose 

and legal and ownership arrangements.  I have also reviewed the ground leases and correspondence supplied 

(noting there was no rent rebate schedule for Plunket – possibly an omission), especially the Rugby Club Deed 

of Lease.  It is of course important background to check, from the valuation perspective; ownership rights and 

obligations, and the delineation of leasehold interests, to fully understand the arrangement that exists between 

the parties.  And under what, if any, statutory rights does the rent need to be refunded or grants by way of rent 

refunds made each year and is it compulsory?  If it was, the scenario would be much more likely to be 

mandatory with the resultant value drop which would result. 

 

And then to compare this situation with the International Valuation Standards definition of an ownership 

interest, and the definition of “Market Value”.  And to what extent do non contractual but habitual practices 

need to be viewed as perpetual?  In terms of their effect on a properties value? 
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And can a property have more than one “Value” (not usually), and how would scenarios and assumptions which 

may need to be made about different value levels based on different criteria, need to be constructed in order 

to comply with Valuation Standards and not be incorrect. 

 

Please note that being a straightforward registered valuer I understand valuation methodology and principles 

and practices but do not have a particular legal knowledge.  There may well be a legal aspect to this question.  

I have been registered since 1983 working in most aspects of commercial and industrial property and land 

including leasehold and Asset Valuations, and this question has not been raised before in my experience.  

 

When new questions arise, the first thing we usually look for is a precedent or example of where a situation as 

similar as possible has been encountered, and how it was dealt with and what was the outcome.  I do now 

understand the GTLT and MTLT appear to be unique bodies in relation to their history, purpose and the manner 

in which they have evolved and operate with a blend of commercial practice and charitable and altruistic works.  

And having their own Acts of Parliament is very special. 

 

Firstly, in terms of the Statutory Provisions, what is the definition of “Market Value” and what is this to be based 

on, and what must we take into account? 

 

The International Valuation Standards (IVS) definition of “Market Value” is as follows:  

 

 

For Financial Reporting valuations, these need to include the following declaration: 

 

“The valuation has specifically been completed in accordance with the New Zealand Equivalent of the 

International Financial Reporting Standard NZ IAS (International Accounting Standard) 40 – Investment 

Property which relates to property held to earn Rentals or for Capital Appreciation (or both)” 

 

Or alternatively, NZ IAS 16 – Property Plant and Equipment which relates to operational assets held for use in 

the production or supply of goods or services. 

 

We are also required to adopt the New Zealand Equivalent to International Financial Reporting Standard 13 (NZ 

IFRS 13) definition of “Fair Value” as follows: 

 

Fair Value “fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an 

orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date.” 

 

Fair Value is generally synonymous with the term market value. 

 

The GTLT assets are valued in accordance with the above NZ IAS 16, being the second basis set out above.  It is 

stated on page 13 of the Greytown Trust Lands Performance Report to the Greytown District Trust Lands 

Trustees for the year ended 31 March 2021, that the valuations are revalued in accordance with this NZ IAS 16 

and NZ IAS 17 (Public Benefit Entity International Public Sector Accounting Standards, for Investment Property 

(PBE IPSAS 16) and Property, Plant and Equipment (PBE IPSAS 17). 

 

Market Value “market value is the estimated amount for which an asset or liability should exchange on the 

valuation date between a willing buyer and a willing seller in an arm’s-length transaction, after 

proper marketing and where the parties had each acted knowledgeably, prudently and without 

compulsion”. 
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In the PBE IPSAS Standards, there are specific directions governing particular circumstances including valuing 

properties for which there are no or almost no comparables, and also those which rarely if ever sell (for 

example a water works or sewage system servicing a town).  These tend to address different bases of value as 

being permitted, for example replacement cost less depreciation plus land value, following a “substitution 

principle” rather than analysed sales or investment approaches. 

 

We cannot find any authority requiring a discretionary non contractual arrangement voluntarily entered into 

being reflected in valuation calculations.  As far as we can see, there is no documented contractual basis for 

the decision the Trust made in 2012 to refund rent and later reduce the rebate by up to 10%, which is legal and 

binding as far as we are aware.  We do note that under Clause 19 of the GTLT Performance report 

“Commitments”, it is state that “The Trust has entered into a grant commitment for 2021, totalling $150,426, 

which will be paid in the financial year ended 31 March 2022.  This grant commitment relates to rent remission 

grants.  The grant does not meet the definition of a liability therefore is not included in the statement of 

financial position”. 

 

So in terms of valuation reporting, in determining the market value based upon the above criteria, there does 

not appear to be any requirement for the property income to be offset by a voluntary property outgoing (if we 

may call it this) which would hypothetically make the Lessors interest worth an insignificant amount.  Are the 

Trust able to sell the properties?  Presumably so (as far as I am aware).  And would a purchaser have to continue 

on the refund?  Not as far as can be seen. 

 

In my opinion, the valuation approach and method that has been applied over recent years is correct.  The 

question appears to arise based on the belief that in reality, the value levels which have been assessed are not 

able to be realised to the extent that this is the sum that would be transferred, because the grant wipes the 

income out (less up to 10% for administration), and the belief that the Trust must continue to grant the rebates 

into the future (for moral reasons?).   

 

If the ongoing requirement for the refund was contained within the Deed of Lease, or a notation upon the 

Records of Title the situation would be different.  The rebate would be treated in a similar manner as an 

expense or property outgoing.  Organisations for whatever reason may grant concessions, the reasons for 

which may fade off and become unknown over the passage of time. 

 

Now moving from a Statutory perspective to a more subjective or Reality based perspective, what is the 

requirement for the grant or rent rebate to continue?  This is not really part of the pure valuation considerations 

as these are considered to be reasonably straightforward, but my practical thoughts are as follows: 

 

If the ground lessees were located elsewhere, would the Trust feel obliged to provide the same extent of 

donation to the entities as those parties are currently receiving?  Does the fact that it is because this land is 

owned by the Trust and this is a continuation of historical practice make it permanent? 

 

We have discussed these matters and touched upon the following points: 

 

• The purpose of the Trust is to Establish and assist with educational facilities, and promote and foster the 

cultivation and imparting of knowledge, proficiency and skill in art, science, technical subjects, literature, 

physical welfare and other cultural purposes for the purposes of public utility and maintaining and 

promoting the general well being of the public.  So the resources do appear to need to be spread over a 

very wide range of topics of which physical aspects (which presumably sport comes under) is but one. 
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• There is reference in the History in a number of places to the need for balance.  For example “the rentals 

charged need to be fair, not only to the Lessees, but also to the people of Greytown”.  (part 2 page 2 

paragraph 2).  And in the chapter headed up “Residential Land Leases”, the question of the large ground 

rent jumps arising from 21 year intervals was discussed, and the point made on page 12, “the Trust has a 

moral conflict in terms of being accountable to its beneficiaries, and at the same time, to act in a reasonable 

manner so as to not subject its tenants to hardship as a result of rental increases”.  It is very clear that the 

Trust has been a major town benefactor.   

 

In looking at the words in conclusion on page 24 of Part one of the history, it is clear that indeed, “it must 

be concluded that the town is blessed in having an organisation dedicated to improve the educational 

standard and way of life of its citizens….many students have been assisted towards further education; 

thousands of children have benefited through grants to libraries and schools; local organisations have 

been helped financially, and finally, many householders in Greytown have been able to build their own 

homes on Trust sections.”  This does bring reality to the ongoing need for the benefits to be widely shared, 

and that the Trust are not being miserable in planning to bring about this change (stopping the rebate) 

after the lessees have benefitted for so long. 

 

• I understand the rugby club and perhaps the other three ground lessees would be unable to continue their 

activities at these sites, without the rent rebates which of course is a major problem for them.  Relocation 

to land zoned open space or owned by Council (or council to buy the sites) would enable the entities costs 

to be far lower.  Establishment costs, especially in relation to improvements, of course would apply. 

 

• The great benefits of sport and the need to encourage all and especially youngsters outdoors in todays 

troubled times is very topical in these days of major mental health and physical health and obesity 

challenges and problems. 

 

• Throughout the last 100 years, as urban areas develop, the luxury of keeping valuable and residentially 

zoned land vacant becomes unaffordable – and rising costs especially rates necessitate development.  The 

land is zoned for residential and while it is lovely to have open outdoor areas amongst the leafy suburban 

areas, it is not sustainable and as has been pointed out, compromises the Trusts objectives and 

disadvantages the other Greytown inhabitants.    

 

Recommendations: 

 

It is clear that the concerns of the Trust and its advisers about the risk of overstating asset values when the 

levels assessed appear unable to be realised may have validity if it is correct that they are unable to be sold at 

“normal” value levels.   (and in my non legal opinion I believe they could be sold and the value realised).  That 

said, as touched upon, there are many many assets within the market, which would never be sold and these 

are still valued.   

 

There is a view that the grounds for the grants or rent rebates needing to be continued may be prescriptive 

rights.  There is also a view that the Trust has a moral obligation to continue the rebates, which do come under 

its “purpose”.   

  

In my non-legal opinion, because the Trust has reiterated the fact that the rebates may cease in most of its 

correspondences to the Lessees, I do not think prescriptive rights would apply.  Pains have been taken to 

emphasise that the arrangements are viewed on a year by year basis.  You also mentioned that the Rugby Club 

have been made aware no rebate will apply beyond July 2024 (where does this date come from)?  Plus when 
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the percentage rebate has reduced over the last few years of necessity, now down to 90%, this has been able 

to be implemented.  

 

The moral aspect is one where public consultation may assist, with a call for alternative sites to be offered to 

the lessees (there is rural land on the outskirts of Greytown), and sharing the information about the costs and 

benefits and unfairness to other Greytown worthy causes, of the continuation of the rebates to a few.  Also the 

urban land economics applying here; i.e the economic need to enable the rapidly rising land values now 

warranting development, primarily residential subdivision where a single unit house section in Greytown is 

now worth around $525,000.  The last asset valuation adopted 34 possible sections at the Rugby Club land. 

 

We have been involved in the valuation of portfolios where two value levels are reported, and this may be an 

immediate if interim solution, for the pending revaluation program to occur as at 31 March 2022.  One on a full 

“highest and best use” basis, and if thought prudent, one assuming the rent rebate was an unavoidable 

property encumbrance – although would this reflect a discount at 100%, 90%, or something else?  

 

We applied this process to an iwi portfolio where they owned islands now leased to DOC for $1 pa in perpetuity.  

The intrinsic concept of owning the islands was of cultural importance to the entity, so a full unencumbered 

value was assessed for the islands, and then a notional value reflecting the DOC lessee status.  This was 

acceptable to the auditors.    

 

Thank you for the opportunity to give consideration to the above.  It is a very unusual situation, and we 

apologise that there does not appear to be a very straightforward answer.  Please do not hesitate to contact 

me, or raise any questions which may arise as these considerations are worked through, and please note I am 

more than happy to meet to discuss these aspects further.  

 

Yours sincerely 

CVAS (WLG) LIMITED trading as COLLIERS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gwendoline P. L. Callaghan FRICS LPINZ NZIV(Life)    

Registered Valuer  

Specialist Valuation Consultant 
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